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African Indigenous Sound Artist

NKOSENATHI KOELA

Afrikan Movement Specialist

CEBOLENKOSI ZUMA

Amazonian Medicine Speciaist

SARA UCENDO

Ancestral Sounds & Ritualist 

GERSHAN LOMBARD

Aligned Living Yoga 
KATHLEEN BOOYSE

African Indigenous Instrumentalist

SKY DLADLA

Multi-Instrumentalist & Vocalist

APE CHIMBA, DIDAC
& HECTOR 

Special Guests from Botswana 

NARO GIRAFFE DANCE GROUP 



Goemancer & Earth Diviner 

DEAN LIPRINI
Primal Movement & Yoga 

KIKI

Sonic Artist 

ANMAR

Alchemist 

ADAM SUZMAN

JAN LOHVELDT 
Modern Medicine Woman 

DR. LEILA SADIEN
Electronative & Cactus Companion 



VI

CCELEBRATE THE BLESSING OF THE EQUINOX;  a perfect balance between night and day;
Take a moment to settle in, orientate yourself on the land and reflect on the liminal equanimity
where magic happens. A feeling of creating the balance between what was and what needs to be.
As the sun enters Aries we invite you to take a moment with the SACRED FIRE seeding your
intentions for this 4 day ceremony and igniting the golden warrior within.

RITUAL: “NATURES BLESSING”
Join in on a sacred offering, as we invite you to present gifts, both natural and meaningful, to the
land and the elemental forces of nature. Discover a safe space on the land, place your hands upon
the earth, and settle into meditation. Present your gifts to each element, expressing gratitude for
the abundant blessings they bring, including the precious gift of life itself. Let us come together in
thanks for the interconnected rhythm of the elements.

TIME DESCRIPTION VENUE

12:00 - 18:00 Arrive & Settle In

15:00 - 17:00 Collecting of the wood for the sacred fire with Elder Sharon

18:00 -18:30 The making of the sacred fire that we will keep alive for the 4 days Forest Stage

18:30 - 19:00
Opening Prayer & Blessings 

(The Elders of the land & TRIBE IN family)
Forest Stage

19:00 - 20:30
uBuGqi  Sound Journey 

Nkosenathi Koela &  Embo Ethongweni 
Forest Stage

20:30
Dine & Chill  

with a sprinkle of sonic snacks
Dining Boma
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TIME DESCRIPTION VENUE

07:00 - 9:00 Sunrise Ritual Walk with Dean Liprini River Stage

10:00 - 11:00 Primal Movement with Kiki Forest Stage

12:00 - 13:30 Connection Practice with Dr Leila Sadien Forest Stage

15:00 - 16:30
The Modern Mystic & Ritual in the 21st Century 

(Discussion Panel)  
Forest Stage 

17:00 - 18:00 EQUINOX WELCOMING CEREMONY with Dean Liprini River Stage 

19:30 - 11:30
APE CHIMBA w.  DIDAC & HECTOR  

Sacred  Sound Ceremony 
Forest Stage 

As the cosmic journey continues under the Leo Moon aspecting Jupiter; the celestial guru of
blessings & hope and Mars, the planet of action. May the ELEMENTAL AIR bless us with clarity as
we explore the mystical depths within, finding our truth in sacred dialogue with self.



RITUAL:  Take a moment to sit beside the waters, honoring its wisdoms, healing powers, and
nourishing essence. Recognize water as alive and conscious, understanding that our intentions,
our words and thoughts can influence its molecular structure. In this ritual, let us send forth
prayers and blessings of love, purity, and vitality into its currents, honouring its very beauty. May
the river, as it flows through the lands, continue to nourish all in its journey.

Under the Virgo Moon and the dance of four planets in Pisces, we celebrate the ELEMENTAL
WATER and its nourishing and cleansing powers.. There is a good energy to inspect one’s
psychological patterns, thinking patterns which were generationally learnt and to allow for
this knowledge to flow through.

TIME DESCRIPTION VENUE

07:00 - 11:00              Cleansing Ritual  with Nkosenathi Private Venue 

08:00 - 9.30 Hatha Yoga with Kiki River Stage

11:00 - 12:30 Afro- Fusion Dance with The Dancing Herbalist River Stage 

13:00 - 14:00 Adam Suzman - Journey back to the Self River Stage 

14:00 - 16:30                  Art of Dousing & Divining with Dean Liprini Outside Venue

15:00 - 17:00
Interactive Chanting with Nkosenathi 

supported by Kim & Keke
River Stage 

19:00 - 20:30 
Ancestral  Ceremony with Gershan + Mantis Republik 

indigenous sound served with Sceletium 
Forest Stage 

20:30 - 00:00 HEALING DANCE with NHARO BUSHMEN Forest Stage 
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TIME DESCRIPTION VENUE

08:00 - 10:00 Walk the land & learn from plants with Bushman Doctor Outside Location 

08:30 - 09:30 Movement with Kathleen River Stage 

09:00 - 12.00 *Drum Making workshop with Nkosenathi Outside Location 

11:00- 12:30 Conscious Breathwork Journey with Leila Sadien

13:30 - 15:00 *Sananga + Rape Medicine Circle with Sara Forest Stage 

15:00 - 19: 00 Huachumagica with Jan Pedro & Cebo  Forest Stage 

20:00 - 21:00 Sky Dlala Live Performance Forest Stage 

21:00 - 00:00
Tribal Lounge &  Tribe In 

Dance & Celebrate into the evening
Forest Stage 

00:00 - 02:00 ElectroNative Soma Beats with Jan Pedro Forest Stage 

Emerging from the waters... we land, allowing our feet to dance deeply into the earth. We
intertwine our roots with her rhythmic heartbeat, grounding ourselves in her nurturing essence.
Let the dance begin, a celebration of connection and harmony with the elemental spirit of earth. .  



As the Full Moon graces the sky, a CELESTIAL DIAMOND takes shape, symbolising a moment of
rebirth, renewal, and rejuvenation in Libra—the sign of the scales, bringing heightened awareness
of balance in life. This isn't your typical full moon; it's also the first lunar eclipse of the year.

As our collective journey concludes, we celebrate the laughter, smiles, tears, dances, and
connections forged. WE give thanks to THE TRIBE, this tribe, our families, loved ones, community,
ancestors and those still to come. And as we bid farewell, may this celestial event usher in a fresh
start for you, embracing your golden self… and rippling love out into the world. ❤

We inherit from our ancestors gifts so often taken for granted. Each of
us contains within us this inheritance of soul. We are links between the

ages, containing past and present expectations, sacred memories and
future promise.”― Edward Sellner

TIME DESCRIPTION VENUE

09:30 - 11:00
Yoga & Sound Journey  
with Kathleen & Anmar 

Forest Stage 

11:00 - 13:00 
What Moves Your Soul: Open Mic 

(space to bring your voice and share what lights you up) 
Forest Stage 

13:00 - 14:00 Closing Ceremony with Gershan Forest Stage 

15:30 Closing Set + a spit braai with Emlyn & Era the farmer Dining Boma 

16:00 - 22:00 Full Moon Celebration Music Forest Stage 



UBUGQI
An intimate indigenous sound journey and honoring of the equinox, finding equanimity in all that has been
and all that is yet to come. Embo - the root, the ore. Ethognweni is the ancestral dream time. Embo
Ethongweni as a musical consciousness will be a space of collaboration - an adventure into the sacred
dream world and homelands.  WED 20/03 | 19:00 - 20:30 | R500pp - Suggested Donation 

SOUND CEREMONY 
Coming all the way from Ibiza we welcome our brothers to take you on a sound journey inspired by the
Great Mystery and the Natural World. Throughout the journey, diverse languages and indigenous
instruments converge, tuned to healing frequencies and mystical threads woven from worldy experiences
with visionary allies. An unforgettable sound journey that will nourish our souls and elevate our spirits!! 
THURS 21/03 | 19.30 - 11.30 | R2000pp excl. medicina

CLEANSING RITUAL  
Prayer offering to the water followed by indigenous herbal mixture to  purge & cleanse our inner body,
followed by a herbal mix of umredeni red onion, intelezi cleansing aloe and mapipa red bark to purify the
spiritual body. FRI 22/03 | 7.00 - 11.00 | R1500pp . MAX 10 PPL 

ART OF DOUSING & DIVINING   
This masterclass will show you how to find, measure and better understand the energies and energy
fields of ourselves and ALL of Nature. It will further guide you in your decision making, identifying
Geopathic Stress and of course water divination!. This workshop will deepen your conscious awareness,
responsibility and understanding of the inter-conectedness of all things, how we through our conscious
and unconscious thoughts, words and intentions… affect others, the world and The Greater Collective
Universal Song.  FRI 22/03 | 14.00 - 16.30 | R600pp includes a FREE set of Diving Rods 

PRIVATE CEREMONIES
Pre-booked private offerings and ceremonies. Upon purchasing your ticket  we will send a

digital form for you to select which ones you will like to attend. 

NKOSENATHI KOELA

APE CHIMBA FT DIDAC  &  HECTOR 

NKOSENATHI KOELA  & EMBO ETHONGWENI

DEAN LIPRINI



HEALING DANCE
Coming all the way from Dkar Botswana the Naro dancers represent the richness of the San
culture through song & dance. The trance dance still practiced by San communities in the
Southern Africa is an indigenous ritual used for healing through rhythmic dancing and chanting.
The women hold the space and raise the energy through healing songs and chants. The
potencies of the song then carry the men into a trance in order to unlock their healing abilities
and channel the ceremony. This is a rare and powerful opportunity that would otherwise be
impossible to experience, and we feel blessed to be able to share it with you.
 FRI 22/03 | 20.30 - 00.00 | R500pp 

MEDICINE DRUM MAKING 
Creating your own medicine drum is an opportunity to create in a sacred way, weaving intention
and prayers into your work creating the oldest and most scared of all instruments. A unique
opportunity to build an authentic african medicine drum to vibrate out into the world. 
SAT 23/03 | 9.00 - 13.00 | R2500pp . MAX 15 PPL 

AMAZONIAN MEDICINES 
Hapé is a sacred snuff made from medicinal and tobacco ashes. When blown through the
nostrils, it balances both hemispheres of the brain, bringing grounding, focus, and harmonizing
the energetic field. The second sacred medicine is Sananga Eye drops, an ancient blend of
herbs, bark, and roots used for healing both spiritual and physical ailments. It cleanses the eyes,
opens the mind, and brings immense awareness and presence to the mind and body.
 SAT 23/03 | 13.30 - 15.00 | R300pp 

HUACHUMAGICA 
Jan, an apostle in the magical powers of the Cactus facilitates ceremonial celebration and
ritualistic practice, followed by our African dance specialist Cebo to open our bodies to create
collective Huachumagica. 
SAT 23/03 | 15:00  | R450pp

JAN PEDRO & THE DANCING HERBALIST  

SARA UCENDO

NARO GIRAFFE (NXABE) DANCE GROUP

NKOSENATHI KOELA



KAMBO CLEANSE WITH SARA UCENDO
Kambo has been used for thousands of years by the indigenous peoples of the Amazon to heal a vast
range of illnesses, and to impart strength and energy to the body and spirit. Kambo is an extremely
powerful purifying agent which detoxifies the body, mind and spirit. Sara’s unwavering commitment to
living her truest self and deep reverence to amphibian technologies has brought healing to countless
individuals around the world. Availability: Thurs - Sat 8:00 - 10.00am  
Book in advance on 064 872 0130. R1000 for 2hrs 

ACUPUNCTURE WITH DR.VINAY
Dr. Vinay is a doctor of Chinese Medicine and Acupuncture, having completed a five-year full-time
training at the University of the Western Cape. With over 12 years experience as an acupuncturist his
sessions at Tribe In will focus on harmonising and balancing the body, psyche and emotions. Dr.Vinay
brings heart and deep intuition to all work he does. Specific conditions can be treated. 
Available:  Wed - Sat | 11am till 3pm. Book in advance via whatsapp on 0835464040.
R750 for 1 hour 15 min. Floral-Aroma face massage available on request at R250.

STEAM BATHS WITH GERSHAN
The steam is an opportunity to commune with the Fire. It is a gateway into any other medicine one might
embark on. The herbs contained in the steam is based on an intuitive process based on what the person
needs. Examples being 'hottentot se kooigoed' for ancestral work. Root of David for Protection and
Guidance. Witstorm for access to the dreamtime. Up to 2 people facilitated at a time. 
Book in advance via whatsapp 062 901 2091. R250 for 30-45min. 

WHOLSTIC MASSAGE WITH LÉANE 
Léane looks beyond the physical body and addresses the health of the person holistically. Taking the whole
person into consideration. It is wellness on a deeper level. It is person-centred. Multidisciplinary.
Integrative. Léane's bodywork is a deeply relaxing, intuitive experience. She connects energetically to the
physical & emotional body and allow it to speak. She combines breathwork, stretches, shiatsu, swedish
and lomi lomi massage techniques with loving touch. She works slowly and intentionally. It's a strong
massage, with flowy movements. Book in advance via whatsapp 076 156 2433 
60 mins R800 | 90 mins R1200 | 120 mins R1600

4 HAND MASSAGE WITH SIMON & LEANE
We combine our love for massage & offer a bespoke 4hand massage. A beautiful dance with the body.
Showering it with love. Every person that has experienced this massage, is convinced thereafter that a
massage MUST be done with 4 hands Simon's background is in deep tissue sports massage. He use his
fingers, hands & elbows to access tendons, tension, pressure points, releasing muscles and stimulating
the body. He use meditative states to maintain clarity whilst working. This is very evident in his work.
Absolute magic! HIGHLY RECOMMENDED � �   Book in advance via whatsapp 076 156 2433 
90 mins R1350 | 120 mins R1750
 



Festival tickets start at R2 965 per person for 4 nights of accommodation and
access to the curated collective journey. Unfortunately no BYO tents due to the
nature of the event. Food is sold separately on site and villas are equipped with
their own kitchenettes so you can bring your own food to cook.  

FAMILY FRIENDLY: TICKET HOLDERS WITH KIDS UNDER 7 FREE 

Set alongside the ancient Olifants River in a region once regarded by the land
of Milk and Honey by the elders. we invite you to explore the historic landscape. 

https://maps.app.goo.gl/Bw4oJVR1CwrdiWfS8
https://maps.app.goo.gl/Bw4oJVR1CwrdiWfS8


Villas come with their own kitchenette, braai, lounging area & hot tub. Typically there is 1x bell tent
and 3x dome tents attached to each villa. These are unallocated so please let us know if you would
like to be paired with friends.

VILLA DOME SINGLE - R3 630
VILLA DOME SHARING - R6 436 
VILLA BELL SINGLE - R4 322 
VILLA BELL SHARING - R6 470 

Floating Bell Tent equipped with King
Size bed and bedding. Each tent is
equipped with lights. 

BELL SINGLE = R3 600 
BELL SHARING = R5 990

Dome Tent under shade cloth with 1-2
mattresses and bedding. There are 4 dome
tents per village each equipped with 1x light.
 
DOME TENT SINGLE = R2 965
DOME TENT SHARING = R5 385

FLOATING BELL

VILLAGE DOME

FULL PRIVATE VILLA - R23 595 
Includes 8x festival passes, 1x bell tent, 3x dome
tents, kitchenette, braai, lounge area and hot
tub. 

VILLA DOME/ BELL



In our journey, we've been honored to meet many African indigenous wisdom keepers and culture custodians and
part of our mission is to endeavour to support them as much we can. This year, we're raising funds to support them
in their personal and communal growth. All proceeds will directly benefit:

  Naro Giraffe Dance Group (Botswana): Reactivate their Game Farm in Botswana to generate money to
support themselves and their communities
  Bushman Piet Barendse and Tino (Kalahari): Was recently in car accident so is unable to working. This
would support his journey greatly and allow him continue his mission to spread the knowledge and culture of
the bushmen, around the world.
  Elder Ruben and Sharon (Citrusdal): Funds will aid in purchasing essentials for their community garden and
providing clothing and nourishment for children in Citrusdal.

Your sponsorship offers immediate aid and ensures the preservation of these ancient cultures for generations to
come. Thank you for considering. Together, we can make a difference in the lives of these extraordinary individuals
and their communities.

Suggested Donation: R50 - R1000 
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https://www.pasitheaprojects.com/tribe-in-4
https://www.instagram.com/pasitheaprojects/
https://www.instagram.com/pasitheaprojects/

